
 

 
 

 

    

 

 

EDITORIAL 

'Business Africa' 
the weekly magazine of the African and International Economy 

 

 

#BusinessAfrica 
Thursday at 20h15 WAT (UTC+1) 

For the very latest updates in Business and Finance in Africa and the 
rest of the world, Business Africa is your reliable weekly program by 
Africanews aired every Thursday. 

Africanews is an independent, multilingual pan-African media that presents 
the new face of information for a continent on the move. 

A land of opportunity: Africanews, through Business Africa, is promoting the 
potentialities of an economy in full bloom with the objective of presenting the 
continent's most promising assets. 

As an African look at the global economy, Business Africa highlights the 
major events that affect the African and world economic sphere. 



 

 
 

 

    

 

 

On Business Africa, the editorial team speaks to game changers turning things 
around on the continent.   

The host Afolake Oyinloye and her team also reports on talented 
entrepreneurs and experts to set the agenda for discussion on the economic 
stakes of the various African countries. 

Business Africa also provides the latest news on stock market figures. 

 

Business Africa 
 
Broadcast: thursday  20h15 WAT (TU/GMT+1) 
Duration: 8', and rebroadcast until Sunday evening 

www.africanews.com/programmes/business-africa/  
#BusinessAfrica  

@africanews 
 

 

A propos d’Afolake Oyinloye @afolakeg 

 

Nigerian journalist Afolake Oyinloye is an expert commentator on ‘The 
Morning Call's Travel segment. 
 
As a journalist and camerawoman, she has covered legislative and 
presidential elections in Guinea-Conakry and Nigeria respectively. She has 
single-handedly produce documentaries and reports in various countries 
such as China, Hong Kong, The United Arab Emirates, France, Ghana, 
Benin, Ivory Coast, Togo and Senegal. Prior to joining Africanews, Afolake 
worked for Slate Africa in Paris, France 24, Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation and Africa 24 TV.  
 
She has a Master’s degree in journalism and graduated from L’ Institut 

Supérieur des Métiers de l’ Audiovisuel in the Republic of Benin. 

 
About Africanews 

Africanews, launched in 2016 (digital in January, TV in April), stands out as the first pan-African multilingual media 
source produced simultaneously in French and English, and offering coverage of African and global news from a 
sub-Saharan perspective.  

Today, Africanews TV is available in 35 countries across sub-Saharan Africa thanks to major pay-tv players and 
national channels (partial broadcast). The Africanews signal covers sub-Saharan Africa and the Indian Ocean 
islands via two satellites: SES 4 and SES 5. 

Africanews’ digital platforms, available around the world, highlight the challenges and opportunities of a connected 
Africa:  

- africanews.com has a responsive web design suited to all mobile, tablet and computer screens and has 
the added feature of adapting to the quality of the available connection;  

- two YouTube channels (in English and French) and Facebook and Twitter accounts @africanews and 
@africanewsfr. 

 

Africanews is a 100% Euronews subsidiary financed through advertising and distribution. Africanews adheres to 

the same editorial charter as its European sister channel, Euronews. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

    

 

 

Follow us on Twitter @africanews 

   
 

For further information, please contact: 

 Press office Editorial 

 Solange Bodiong Chauwin François Chignac 

 Chargée de communication Director of Editorial development 

 t + 242 06 460 8698 t +242 06 996 00 88 

 

 

solange.bodiong-chauwin@africanews.com francois.chignac@africanews.com  

Euronews Group press office: Lydie Bonvallet  t+33 (0)4 28 67 05 35 lydie.bonvallet@euronews.com @euronews_group 

 
 


